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Executive Summary 

Many IT organizations are challenged by a lack of visibility into service performance—whether 

delivery or support—across their organization. That absence of visibility often leads to erroneous 

assumptions and reactive decisions based on emotional intensity and experience related to a 

speculative context. These reactive decisions commonly lead to a never-ending fire-fighting cycle 

compounded by limited transparency and contextual reference, making it difficult to deliver new, 

innovative solutions to the business. 

Sirius experience indicates that IT organizations that are able to establish meaningful, contextual 

visibility to their service infrastructure are more likely to successfully break this fire-fighting cycle. 

Sirius identifies the configuration management database (CMDB) as a key component enabling this 

visibility. This paper focuses on the foundational attributes for planning a sustainable, valued and 

scalable CMDB. 

As you might expect, configuration management and establishing a valued CMDB is not a “flip the 

switch” discipline. Sirius has encountered numerous organizations that have implemented a 

discovery technology and populated their CMDB with thousands of configuration items (CIs), only to 

realize that the information is not useful or trusted. The CMDB needs to be thought-out and 

planned, incorporating a balanced blend of process and technology applied by properly defined 

roles responsible for execution and accountable for outcomes. 

Experience has shown that IT organizations seeking to jump-start their CMDB simply by applying a 

discovery technology without proper planning soon find themselves frustrated by poor data quality 

and limited improvement in visibility or transparency. These frustrations in turn often result in a lack 

of confidence and minimal use of the CMDB, providing little to no return on their investment in the 

discovery technology. 

Properly planning your configuration management involves much more than just selecting and 

implementing a discovery technology to populate your CMDB. Sirius recommends a pragmatic, 

comprehensive approach beginning with a practical vision of the desired capabilities of your CMDB, 

as well as an understanding of the shortcomings of your current CMDB. Knowing where you are and 

where you want to go are essential for building your plan to get there. 

Because a configuration management program can be very broad and deep, it requires strong and 

continual governance to ensure that meaningful data is provided in a timely manner. Industry best 

practice related to configuration management governance (which is supported by Sirius experience) 

is to establish a structure that includes the following key elements: 

1. Governance 

2. A configuration management data and technology plan 

3. Defined methods for populating and maintaining health 

4. Demonstrating value and continual improvement 

This paper defines and details the roles of these items in a successful configuration management 

strategy.  
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1. Governance 

Configuration Control Board 

The configuration control board (CCB) is the governing body providing leadership, managerial 

oversight, and a decision-making process to ensure that the configuration management program 

continues to drive value in line with the organization’s investment and desired outcomes. Aside from 

ensuring that the program stays on track, the CCB contributes to the program by: 

 Providing clearly communicated strategy and objectives 

 Ensuring that configuration management use cases align to the business and IT drivers 

 Seeing that roles and responsibilities are assigned, and accountabilities established 

 Reviewing measures and assessing what is working and where improvements can be made 

 Ascertaining whether investment in the program is producing the expected value 

The CCB is made up of key stakeholders who provide the necessary vision and strategy, direct 

actions, and oversee the CMDB’s use and maturation. Sirius recommends that the CCB be staffed 

from resources within the organization who have the authority to be directly accountable for the 

configuration management’s strategy and goals. The number of CCB team members depends on the 

size and structure of the organization, but generally membership includes: 

 The CCB chair (one member): Leads and manages the CCB. 

 Permanent CCB members (three to five members): Regular attendees to the CCB who 

participate in the review, approval and prioritization of CMDB initiatives (includes the configuration 

management process owner/manager and technology architect). 

 CCB guest members: Brought into a CCB meeting on an as-needed basis to provide additional 

information related to a specific configuration management-related proposal or initiative. 

Defined Roles and Responsibilities 

The importance of defining and assigning configuration management-specific roles and 

responsibilities cannot be overstated. When you establish and assign key roles and responsibilities, 

everyone knows what is expected of them, and how performance of their role helps to ensure some 

aspect of the CMDB’s suitability. Additionally, ensuring that the accountability for each responsibility 

is clearly established is essential to attaining value and continually improving. 

Sirius recommends these four core roles: 

 Configuration management owner/manager: Plans the structure, content and scope of the 

CMDB. Additionally, manages the strategy and ensures that day-to-day operational processes are 

being followed. In some organizations this is also the process owner. 

 Configuration technology architect: Ensures the architectural design and structure of the CMDB, 

including the enterprise data model, normalization and reconciliation of CI data. Oversees 

integration with individual CMDBs, data sources and repositories, use, and investment in related 

technologies. 

 CI class owner: Ensures that CI information and relationships are accurate and current for their 

assigned class(es). 

 Configuration auditor: Conducts configuration management audits and performs appropriate 

follow-up actions. 
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Additional roles supporting the configuration management process include enterprise architects, 

services owners, and application owners who provide additional business, relationship and 

dependency context in accordance with requirements. 

These roles work together to manage configuration management tasks from planning and design, 

configuration item identification, configuration control, status accounting and reporting to 

verification and audit. As you might expect, in smaller organizations these roles may be combined as 

long as the related responsibilities are assigned to a defined role and accountability is clearly 

assigned to an individual. The Example of Configuration Management RACI chart depicted in Figure 1 

provides an idea of how key responsibilities are distributed among these roles. 

Figure 1: Example of Configuration Management RACI 
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Governance

Provide necessary vision and strategy R A R R I / C I / C I / C I / C

Identify opportunities to improve the 

CMDB and supporting processes
R A R R R R I / C I / C

Ensure use case alignment R A R R I / C I / C I / C I / C

Implement

Plan the structure, content and scope of 

the CMDB
R A I / C C C C C C

Manage day-to-day operational processes
R A I / C I R R I I / C

Ensure the architectural design and 

structure of the CMDB
R R I / C A I / C I / C C C

Oversee the integration with other data 

stores
R R I / C A I / C I / C C C

Help facilitate and prioritize uses cases R A R C I I C C

Update Config. Mgmt. Plan R A I / C I / C I / C R I / C I / C

Operate

Ensure CI/CMDB information and 

relationships are accurate
I / C R I / C I A C I I

Ensure CI/CMDB information and 

relationships are complete
I / C R I / C I A C I I

Provide additional business, relationship 

and dependency context in accordance 

with requirements

I / C R I / C I R R R A

Support

Investigate reported missing or incorrect 

CIs
I / C R I / C I / C R A I / C I / C

Conduct CMDB audits and perform 

appropriate follow-up actions
I / C R I / C I / C R A I / C I / C

Perform config. management tasks I / C R I / C I / C R I / C R R

R = Responsible: Performs the task

A = Accountable: Ultimately accountable for the task being competed satisfactorily

C = Consulted: Opinion may be needed to complete task; 2-way communication

I = Informed: Notified on the results but not consulted; 1-way communication
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Polices, Processes and Procedures 

In addition to the identification and assignment of roles, policies (statements used to set 

expectations; often seen as rules or guidelines about doing something), processes (a way of doing 

something) and procedures (specific actions and workflow for executing a process) should be 

established to help the configuration management program ensure a consistent, repeatable means 

of accomplishing its long-term goals. In doing so, configuration management staff can operate 

autonomously having a clear mindset as to what they need to do and not do. 

Figure 2, Policy/Process Taxonomy, depicts the relationship between policies, processes and 

procedures, as well as other supporting governance-related artifacts. 

 

Figure 2: Policy/Process Taxonomy 

When designing your configuration management processes and enabling procedures, be mindful 

not to overengineer constraints in the process; experience has proved that human nature tends to 

take the path of least resistance to success. If your processes and procedures are complex, people 

will eventually avoid them and find their own path, increasing the risk of poor CMDB data quality. 

When policies, processes and procedures are properly enacted, behavior is positively influenced 

without the feeling of being shackled. 

Additionally, organizations should pay attention to the processes required to ensure the integrity of 

the data within the CMDB. Sirius recommends leveraging automation wherever possible; however, 

recognize that manual procedures will be required to log or edit CMDB information in some cases. 

Wherever possible, ensure that the manual updating of the CMDB is incorporated into other 

processes such as change management and request fulfillment. 
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Measures, Reports and Dashboards 

Measures, reports and dashboards are essential to navigating the improvement course. Visibility of 

timely, meaningful measures enables the CCB to understand the quality and usefulness of the data 

maintained within the CMDB. Tracking key metrics related to CMDB health allows the CCB to take 

appropriate action with teams or individuals who exceed or fall short in configuration management 

and CMDB health targets. 

Establishing a measurement framework that is focused on continual improvement helps to ensure 

your focus on the value contribution of the measures and limit the noise often created by too many 

measures. See figure 3 for representation of a measurement framework. 

 

Figure 3: Measurement Framework 

Common measures used to represent a CMDB’s health include: 

 Correctness (effectiveness) to ensure data integrity 

 Completeness (effectiveness) to ensure that all application data is present 

 Cost to maintain (efficiency) to ensure reasonableness and automation in a valued manner 

 Compliance (organization adaptation) to ensure that actual CMDB data appears as expected 
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Training and Communication Plans 

Training and communication plans are essential to ensuring that everyone in the organization is 

aware of and understands expectations as well as the process for ensuring success. This awareness 

and understanding are essential for accelerating adoption and facilitating compliance with your 

configuration management discipline. For a configuration management program to be effective, 

various support and development groups will need to be communicated, educated and trained on 

the benefits of a CMDB, your configuration management policy and process, and your enabling 

technology/ies. This education includes understanding why the CMDB is important, how the CMDB 

will be supported and used, and the members’ roles in doing so. Training and communication are 

essential components in the promotion of trust in the CMDB and its usefulness. 

Improvement Program 

A continual improvement program is integral to the long-term success of a configuration 

management program. This program is the vehicle that the CCB uses to oversee and coordinate 

configuration management and CMDB improvement opportunities by tracking, assessing, 

prioritizing and planning, and implementing improvements. Establishing a feedback mechanism that 

allows input from the users of the CMDB as well as the individuals assigned to the configuration 

management roles is an essential component of a holistic improvement program. All feedback and 

improvement requests should be a reviewed and discussed as a standard CCB meeting agenda 

item. 

2. Configuration Management Data and Technology Plan 

With the configuration management governance structure in place, the CCB can focus on creating 

and managing the configuration management plan, a living document that assists the CCB in 

communicating short- and long-term goals and objectives of the configuration management 

program. This plan ensures alignment between the scope and requirements of the CMDB design 

and the organization’s desired outcomes. 

Sirius recommends that the CMDB design section of the configuration management plan include the 

following sections: 

Focused Use Cases 

One of the more critical elements in creating a configuration management plan is the identification 

and prioritization of configuration management use cases. Creating good use cases starts with 

understanding the business and IT drivers, including the potential value and urgency associated with 

each use case. This allows stakeholders to understand how the CMDB will be used and then create 

and prioritize specific use cases. In turn, use cases facilitate the definition of CMDB scope and 

requirements, and keep the design focused on what matters most, facilitating the opportunity to 

demonstrate value once the CMDB is established. 
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When you prioritize your use cases, do what you can to identify the expected benefits for each use 

case. At a minimum, provide a detailed description of the benefits; this description will help ensure 

focus on the desired outcome. If possible, quantify and benchmark each use case’s benefits; the 

quantified benchmark will provide a means for post-implementation comparison and determining 

whether you realized the value you expected. 

Examples of common CMDB use cases can be found in the following table: 

Use Case Priority Objectives 

Operations support 

(incident/change impact & 

risk assessment) 

 Provide the ability to identify technologies' 

dependencies on other supporting infrastructure 

technologies at a level of detail sufficient to facilitate the 

desired risk and impact analysis scope  

Automation – incident 

resolution and request 

fulfillment 

 The ability to correlate automation policies to specific 

incident types for specified CI classes; the ability to apply 

specified configuration standards to automate 

fulfillment of requests for specific CI classes  

Problem root cause 

analysis 

 The ability to correlate related records (e.g., incident, 

change, alerts, etc.) to CIs facilitating a complete analysis 

of potential disruption causes  

Application dependency 

mapping  

 Provide the ability to identify an application's 

dependencies on other applications and supporting 

infrastructure at a level of detail sufficient to facilitate 

risk and impact analysis  

Business service impact 

analysis 

 To better understand the impact of changes on business 

services 

Regulatory compliance  Provide for representing identified and defined business 

services as CIs and relating the business service CIs to 

the enabling IT applications and services; facilitating the 

extension of the risk and impact analysis through to the 

potentially affected business service(s).  

Configuration drift – 

identify possible 

unauthorized changes 

 The ability to apply baseline images of selected CI 

classes to detect and manage configuration drift; 

potentially facilitating the identification of unauthorized 

changes.  

Enterprise Data Model 

One of the most important and challenging areas of CMDB design is identifying the right CI classes, 

levels, attributes, and relationships in accordance with the prioritized use case(s). Additional 

attention should be spent in planning for the data model to support dynamic environments such as 

virtualization, external cloud, containers and microservices. This identification effort requires the 

right balance between controls and information availability, as well as the cost and effort required to 

maintain the data. 
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This section of the configuration management plan defines the types of configuration items that the 

organization needs in the CMDB for successful deployment and operation of the CMDB as defined in 

the use cases. Due to its size and complexity, every effort should be made to start simple and only 

include information deemed mandatory in support of the use cases. Additionally, all design 

elements identified in this section should be maintained in a separate data model document. It is 

also worth noting that that each vendor’s CMDB has its own out-of-the-box CI categorization and 

classification data model that should be understood and leveraged before choosing to redefine or 

create new models and attributes. In most cases, the out-of-the-box models will provide the 

necessary data model to start your CMDB journey. Common elements of an enterprise data model 

include: 

 CI Class and sub-class (e.g. hardware, software, etc.) 

- Owner 

- Support group 

 CI Type (Windows®, Linux®, Virtual, etc.) 

 Attribute 

- Description 

- Source 

- Normalization scheme 

 Mandatory fields (required files on the CI record) 

Identified Single Source of Truth 

Once the CMDB data model and structure are established, determine the best and most accurate 

data source for the CI information. This section of the configuration management plan identifies the 

data source(s) for each attribute of a CI class that will be used for populating CI information into the 

CMDB. This method will help ensure data accuracy and maintain a single source of truth. Common 

sources used for populating the CMDB include: 

 Auto-discovery tools 

 Import sets (e.g. Excel® spreadsheets) 

 Integration with an existing data store 

 Manually creating CIs 

Integrations and Automations 

Another key area to consider within the design of the CMDB is which systems, tools and processes 

should be integrated with the CMDB, and identification of areas where automation can be 

leveraged. Common integrations and automation opportunities include: 

 Active Directory®/LDAP for single sign-on (SSO), people data and authentication 

 Discovery tools (e.g. SCCM, SolarWinds®, etc.) for asset and CI discovery and population 

 Process integrations to facilitate incident, problem and change management, and to maintain the 

CMDB data 

Additionally, as the configuration management plan is being written, attention should be paid to the 

single source of truth and how the collected data will be normalized and reconciled before 

populating the CMDB. This information should be maintained in the Enterprise Data Model 

document and will help ensure that the data is not accidently overwritten and that only the most 

accurate data is populated into the CMDB. 
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3. Defined Methods for Populating and Maintaining Health 

With established governance and an approved CMDB design, the next steps include populating the 

CMDB, and implementing the technology and processes required to keep the CMDB up to date and 

accurate. 

Remember to start simple and stay true to your data model. For example, if a discovery tool 

captures more data than you have in your data model, resist the temptation to record the additional 

data. Just because it can be captured, doesn’t mean it has value. “Excess” data increases the 

administrative effort as well as the risk of future obsolescence and inconsistencies. 

You should also consider how many fields on the CI record are actually populated with data. Sirius 

recommends that any unused fields be removed from the form to help promote the value of the CI 

record. In many instances, users of the CMDB tend to mistrust the data if too many fields on the CI 

record are present but not populated. 

Data Collection 

Sirius recommends that you start by collecting CI data needed to support the approved use cases. In 

most cases there is benefit in starting simple; only collect CI classes and attributes that are the most 

critical in support of the use cases, and ignore collecting CIs and attributes that are not. You can 

always decide to make incremental improvements as you gain experience with collecting CI data. 

Also, pay attention to the level of CI data collected. As recommended above, ensure that the level of 

CI is what is necessary to meet the IT or business needs. Determine whether the overhead of 

collecting the data is worth more than the overhead required to create and manage it. If not, don’t 

collect to that level. Remember, if you collect it, it needs to be maintained; otherwise, the data will 

become obsolete—and obsolete data is often a key factor contributing to distrust in and lack of use 

of the CMDB. 

Data Normalization and Reconciliation 

Once the data has been collected, special attention should be paid to ensuring consistency, 

completeness and correctness. Inconsistent and inaccurate data will only lead to mistrust of the 

CMDB within the organization, which is a difficult problem to overcome. Additionally, it is much 

more efficient to alleviate this problem before uploading the data into the CMDB rather than after. 

From a consistency perspective, an automated data normalization process should be used. It is not 

uncommon for collected data to be referenced differently across multiple data sources. Examples 

include vendor name; where one system might reference a server CI with the vendor’s name as HP, 

another server CI might reference Hewlett-Packard. This inconsistent data will not only cause 

problems when conducting searches, it will also affect reports that the CCB and others in the 

organization rely on to make decisions. 
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An automated reconciliation process, on the other hand, enables data collected from different data 

sources to be compiled as one complete and correct production dataset. Many times, the formation 

of a complete CI, which includes all appropriate attributes, needs to be compiled from multiple data 

sources. Establishing rules that only data collected from a specific source can be used to populate 

attribute fields within a CI record reduces the likelihood that an approved attribute is overwritten 

with inaccurate information. 

Once the collected data is normalized and reconciled, it can be uploaded into the CMDB. When you 

upload CI data into the CMDB, you create a record for each configuration item in the CMDB CI table 

or on one of the extended CMDB tables. 

Relationship Mapping 

It is relationship data that makes the CMDB a powerful decision-support tool. The CMDB doesn’t just 

keep CI records for IT infrastructure and applications components, it also provides a view into the 

relationships and dependencies of the CIs that are required to provide services. 

Sirius recommends starting simple and only mapping the most meaningful relationships. You will 

soon realize that discovery tools can provide an abundance of discoverable data, and the key will be 

in determining how much of this data is required to support the use cases and how much of it can 

be considered overhead. 

Figure 4, Configuration management relationships, identifies common relationships. Some 

configuration management technologies allow you to further categorize the strength of the 

relationship, as follows: 

 Hard: This configuration item will be directly affected if the related item is out of commission. 

 Soft: This configuration item will not be directly affected if the related item is out of commission. 

 Redundant: This only applies when you have more than one related item with a redundant 

relationship (i.e., this configuration item will only be affected if all redundantly related items are 

out of commission). 

  

Figure 4: Configuration management relationships 
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In many cases, the relationships between CIs can be discovered automatically, and can be loaded 

automatically into the CMDB through the discovery process. Likewise, if you pull your CI data from 

another system (or CMDB), you may receive some form of relationships as part of your import. 

Regardless of the data source, you may want to augment these automated relationships with others 

that you define—such as service or business function to infrastructure—which need to be 

maintained manually. This logical information can be obtained by consulting with your 

organization’s enterprise architects or service and application owners. Remember that whichever 

relationships you decide to use, the information must continue to be maintained or you run the risk 

of information becoming stale or inaccurate over time. 

Validation and Audit 

The quality of the data collected and eventually populated in the CMDB is the cornerstone of the 

program’s success. To help ensure that the data is accurate and complete, an audit should be 

conducted after initial population and at periodic intervals thereafter. Sirius recommends using 

automated discovery tools where possible, augmented with manual efforts to compare and contrast 

the data populated in the CMDB with the data identified in the enterprise data model. Most IT 

organizations have a variety of tools at their disposal, so it is important to understand which tool 

provides the best coverage for which part of the enterprise data model when conducting the audit. 

Any discrepancies found immediately following the initial load can point to flaws in the data 

collection process. For continued integrity of the CMDB, Sirius recommends establishing repeatable 

audit and validation procedures, with the appropriate amount of rigor to ensure accuracy and 

completeness of the CMDB data. It is also recommended to carry out audits on a regularly 

scheduled basis, especially after a major release or after a disaster where CIs, attributes or 

relationships may have changed. This will lead to overall refinement of the CMDB and its continual 

improvement. 

Process Enablement 

When organizations decide to implement a CMDB, the emphasis is often on the implementation and 

not the processes required to enable it. The foundation of CMDB process enablement should be 

centered around processes that control updates to the CMDB to maintain its accuracy and 

usefulness. This can be accomplished through the use of technology to automatically detect when 

changes occur in the infrastructure, and through tight integration with a formal change 

management process. 

Additionally, the importance of incident and problem management should not be overlooked, as 

these processes can assist with keeping the CMDB data accurate and complete by detecting when CI 

data is missing or incorrect through the normal course of support staff performing their roles. To 

close this loop, incident and problem support staff members should immediately notify the CMDB 

administrators to update the CMDB as appropriate. 
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Measurement Transparency 

In order to ensure that your organization extracts the highest value from the CMDB, the data must 

be reliable. That means that as changes occur within the IT infrastructure and applications, the 

affected CI and their attributes must be updated in the CMDB at a proper cadence to be considered 

reliable. Due to the high volume of changes, Sirius recommends using automated discovery tools to 

detect these changes when possible. For CI and attributes that can’t be updated using technology, 

human intervention and the change management process must be relied upon to ensure that the 

health of the CMDB maintained. 

Another line of defense for maintaining CMDB health is the use of measurement and reporting. 

Most vendors such as ServiceNow recognize the importance of visibility that the CMDB can provide, 

and include a set of out-of-the-box reports and dashboards that offer a great starting point. With 

effective measurements and reporting, the CCB can more easily recognize what is working and 

where opportunities for improvement exist. Additionally, CI owners can collect and view relevant 

data using dashboards to trend CMDB correctness, completeness and compliance. 

Ideally the key performance indicators (KPIs) and operational measures (OMs) used to provide the 

visibility of CMDB health should include: 

 The ability to measure and trend the correctness of CMDB data. This includes the ability to 

trend the number of duplicate CI records and the date they were last updated to ensure relevance 

and integrity of the CMDB information. Trending CMDB correctness should also help identify which 

CIs are no longer needed or have become stale. 

 The ability to measure and trend completeness of CMDB data. This includes ensuring that all 

required fields within a CI record are populated as specified in the enterprise data model. 

 The ability to measure and trend on compliance. This includes measuring and reporting on 

audit activities, and ensuring that CI owners adhere to performing audits within predetermined 

intervals. 

Sirius has found that organizations that focus on data quality have the highest long-term success 

rate while maintaining the highest culture of trust in the CMDB information. 

4. Demonstrating Value and Continual Improvement 

As your organization begins to use the CMDB, review your feedback loops for valued comments. 

Consider soliciting feedback from heavy users through interviews or focus groups. Leverage this 

feedback to make necessary adjustments; if positive, promote the comments with your 

stakeholders, building excitement and solidifying their support with the “wins.” If less than positive, 

step back and assess to determine the underlying contributing factors, and then make the necessary 

adjustments. 

One of the key challenges facing the CCB is to demonstrate the CMDB’s value. Because the CMDB is 

“behind the scenes” in a support role, associating value can be subjective. However, this phase is 

where your planning efforts pay off. If you have identified and described each use case’s benefits in 

your planning efforts, you will be well positioned to provide some level of post-implementation 

comparative analysis. If you were able to establish value-based benchmark measures, you will be 
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positioned to quantify at least some of the CMDB’s value. By taking the pulse of the CMDB’s value, 

the CCB can be assured that its improvement decisions are providing reasonable returns. 

By now, you can envision how the CCB’s focus on continual improvement is essential to an IT 

organization’s ability to transition to a proactive service delivery and support model. Without a 

purposeful CMDB, the visibility of service performance is impaired and isolated. 

A CCB’s continual improvement program and approach will vary by organization and may even vary 

within an organization. The key to demonstrable improvement is to plan and execute accordingly. 

Some elements of CMDB improvement may be associated with enhancing the CMDB’s capabilities to 

address the original use case(s). Perhaps you received feedback related to the data itself, maybe the 

data scope needs to be expanded, or the quality needs to be enhanced. In other situations, 

continual improvement may involve expanding the CMDB to support additional prioritized use 

cases, perhaps including establishing relationships of IT’s supporting infrastructure and applications 

to the enabled business services. 

The CCB should track these improvement opportunities—including prioritizing the opportunities 

and adjusting their configuration management strategy—and plan accordingly. In addition, the CCB 

should make these improvement opportunities transparent to stakeholders, which will help garner 

support for improvements that the stakeholders deem essential. 

Wherever possible, be sure to leverage existing funded projects to address the CMDB improvement 

opportunities, capitalizing on the momentum of the project. 

Summary 

The CMDB is the hub of data that enables the visibility needed by all levels of an IT organization. 

While some consider the CMDB daunting and will seek to avoid tackling it, those organizations that 

desire to position themselves as proactive, valued service providers recognize its importance and 

accept the challenge. 

In addressing your CMDB initiatives, Sirius suggests you follow these important steps: 

 Plan: Recognize that you get what you plan for. The CMDB topic is expansive and deep; to be 

successful, you’ll need a meaningful, practical plan. 

 Be holistic: Don’t just focus on the technological aspects of the CMDB; remember to consider 

people, processes and services (use case) when developing your plan. 

 Start simple: Focus on the prioritized use cases to realize the quickest value. 

 Govern: Establishing a CCB is core to ensuring the CMDB’s continual improvement across the 

organization in a manner that is both practical and value-driven. 

Speak with your Sirius representative or contact us for more information about defining and 

implementing a successful configuration management strategy. 
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